# 4th Grade Category Awards

**Animal Sciences**
1. Grace Shaftner  
   SCAPA Bluegrass  
   Lexington
2. Graham Kain  
   St. Leo School  
   Versailles
3. Sarah Harne  
   Liberty Elementary  
   Lexington

**Behavioral & Social Sciences**
1. Hannah Freibert  
   Cassidy Elementary  
   Lexington
2. Spencer Stewart  
   Lexington Christian Acad.  
   Lexington
3. Corey Tipton  
   St. Leo School  
   Versailles

**Chemistry**
1. Elyse Brumfield  
   Rosa Parks Elementary  
   Lexington
2. Ryder Kress  
   Glendover Elementary  
   Lexington
3. Madison Meece  
   Liberty Elementary  
   Lexington

**Earth & Planetary Science**
1. Riley Bishop  
   SCAPA Bluegrass  
   Lexington

**Engineering**
1. Harrison Neyland  
   Garden Springs Elementary  
   Lexington

**Environmental Sciences**
1. Matthew Marton  
   Picadome Elementary  
   Lexington
2. Samantha Hutchinson  
   St. Leo School  
   Versailles
3. Emilie Thomas  
   Liberty Elementary  
   Lexington

**Microbiology**
1. Harrison Keith  
   St. Leo School  
   Versailles
2. Madeline McQueen  
   Rosa Parks Elementary  
   Lexington
3. Cierra Hogue-Delong  
   Walnut Hill Elementary  
   Liberty

**Physics & Astronomy**
1. Iain Cavins  
   Garden Springs  
   Lexington
2. Josephine Wendroth  
   SCAPA Bluegrass  
   Lexington
3. Dora Swoveland  
   Stonewall Elementary  
   Lexington

**Plant Sciences**
1. Landon Feese  
   SCAPA Bluegrass  
   Lexington
2. Niquie Cassidy  
   Liberty Elementary  
   Lexington

**Team**
1. Emily Wilson  
   Yates Elementary  
   Lexington
2. Joshua Cagle
2. J. T. Hickey
Cole Ralenkotter
Athens-Chilesburg Elem. Lexington

Overall 4th grade Awards

1st Harrison Keith St. Leo School Versailles

2nd Iain Cavins Garden Springs Elementary Lexington

5th – 8th Grade Category Awards

Animal Sciences
1. Daniel Sedlacek St. Leo School Versailles
2. Blake Durham Jones Park Elementary Liberty
3. Collier Young Lexington Christian Acad. Lexington

Behavioral & Social Sciences
1. Carl Chapman LTMS Lexington
2. Conor VanMeter SCAPA Bluegrass Lexington
3. Gregory Dibiasie St. Leo School Versailles

Biochemistry
1. Brandon Bell Beaumont Middle Lexington

Cellular & Molecular Biology
1. Muadh Ghuneim Lexington Universal Acad. Lexington
2. Julia Wallin LTMS Lexington

Chemistry
1. Oliver Everson St. Leo School Versailles
2. Lucy Wan Winburn Middle Lexington
3. Rebecca Edwins Bryan Station Middle Lexington

Earth & Planetary Science
1. Jared Young Picadome Elementary Lexington
2. Mahika Gupta Beaumont Middle Lexington
3. Emily Salmanca Cassidy Elementary Lexington

Energy & Transportation
1. Matthew Russell Home School Lexington
2. Zachary Byrd Morton Middle Lexington
3. Jacob Miller St. Leo School Versailles
Engineering
1. Sarah Hutchinson  St. Leo School  Versailles
2. Robert Jacoby  St. Leo School  Versailles
3. Katelyn Craft  Beaumont Middle  Lexington
   Andrew Hardy  Ashland Elementary  Lexington

Environmental Management
1. Richard Cooper  Morton Middle  Lexington

Environmental Sciences
1. Kyra Seevers  Rosa Parks Elementary  Lexington
2. Robert McGillivray  Beaumont Middle  Lexington
3. Sara Sandman  St. Leo School  Versailles

Microbiology
1. Adam Farman  Glendover Elementary  Lexington
2. Boyd Shake  Morton Middle  Lexington
3. Alexis Wells  Mill Creek Elementary  Lexington

Physics & Astronomy
1. Kylie Russ  LTMS  Lexington
2. Mitchell Kilgore  SCAPA Bluegrass  Lexington
3. Charles Blondell  Glendover Elementary  Lexington

Plant Sciences
1. Ella Barton  Morton Middle  Lexington
2. Taylor Rainwater  Lexington Christian Acad.  Lexington
3. Kendall Stratton  St. Leo School  Versailles

**Overall 5th -8th grade Awards**

1st Daniel Sedlacek  St. Leo School  Versailles

2nd Ella Barton  Morton Middle  Lexington

3rd Muadh Ghuneim  Lexington Universal Acad.  Lexington

**High School Category Awards**

Animal Sciences
1. Curtis Northcutt  Lafayette  Lexington
2. Justin Graff  Henry Clay  Lexington
3. Michael Waltman  Sayre  Lexington
Behavioral & Social Sciences
1. Ann Cooper Lafayette Lexington
2. Eliana Greissworth Sayre Lexington
3. Ellie Coleclough Sayre Lexington

Biochemistry
1. Anuj Patwardan Dunbar Lexington

Cellular & Molecular Biology
1. Roshan Palli Dunbar Lexington
2. Dustin Shaw Dunbar Lexington
3. Pavitra Muralidnar Dunbar Lexington

Chemistry
1. Ilya Vinogrodo Dunbar Lexington
2. Claire Simon Sayre Lexington

Energy & Transportation
1. Ben Turnbull Sayre Lexington

Engineering: Electrical & Mechanical
1. Scott Calvert Dunbar Lexington
2. Yohanna Hanna Dunbar Lexington

Engineering: Materials and Bioengineering
1. Kelsey Bone Dunbar Lexington
2. Grant Weherley Lafayette Lexington

Environmental Management
1. John Schockley Sayre Lexington

Environmental Sciences
1. Shuang (Shelly) Xu Dunbar Lexington
2. Mandy Kaiser Sayre Lexington
3. Philip Bachas-Daunert Dunbar Lexington

Mathematical Sciences
1. Elliott Rosenberg Dunbar Lexington
2. Cynthia Wong Dunbar Lexington
3. Oliver Zhang Dunbar Lexington

Medicine & Health Sciences
1. Azita Bahrami Dunbar Lexington
2. Hanyuan Shi Dunbar Lexington
3. Yimeng Song Dunbar Lexington
Microbiology
1. Haley Cunningham Sayre Lexington

Physics & Astronomy
1. Benjamin Nosarzewski Dunbar Lexington
2. Sydney Lutz Dunbar Lexington
3. Evan Shirley Lafayette Lexington

Plant Sciences
1. Alyssa Eliopoulos Dunbar Lexington

Team
1. Aaron Davidson Brian Fei Dunbar Lexington
2. Kathryn Hays Alexander Wade Dunbar Lexington
3. Cameron Jackson Logan Jackson Marylynne Anderson-Cooper Bryan Station Lexington

Overall High School Awards
1st Ilya Vinogrodo Dunbar Lexington
2nd Shuang (Shelly) Xu Dunbar Lexington
3rd Curtis Northcutt Lafayette Lexington

Special Awards

Outstanding School
Dunbar

American Psychological Association Award
Ann Cooper Lafayette Lexington
Carl Chapman LTMS Lexington
ASM Materials Education Foundation Award
Ilya Vinogrodov Dunbar Lexington

Intel Excellence in Computer Science
Team: Aaron Davidson and Brian Fei Dunbar Lexington

Mu Alpha Theta Mathematics Award
Ben Nosarzewski Dunbar Lexington

National Society of Professional Engineers Award
Katelyn Craft Beaumont Middle Lexington

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Award
Jared Young Picadome Elementary Lexington

Ricoh Americas Corp. Sustainability Award
Matthew Russell Home School Lexington

American Meteorological Society Award
Riley Bishop SCAPA Bluegrass Lexington
U. S. Navy Award

Robert Wendroth        SCAPA Bluegrass        Lexington
Andrew Hardy          Ashland Elementary      Lexington
Ben Nosarzewski       Dunbar                  Lexington
Elliot Rosenberg      Dunbar                  Lexington
Philip Bachas-Daunert Dunbar                  Lexington

U. S. Air Force Award

Yimeng Song            Dunbar                  Lexington
Logan and Cameron Jackson, Marylynne Anderson-Cooper, Bryan Station Lexington

Department of Physics & Astronomy Awards

$100  Ben Nosarzewski        Dunbar        Lexington
$50   Elliot Rosenberg      Dunbar        Lexington
$25   Sydney Lutz           Dunbar        Lexington
$25   Kylie Russ            LTMS         Lexington
$25   Mitchell Kilgore      SCAPA Bluegrass Lexington
$25   Charles Blondell      Glendover Elementary Lexington
$25   Michael McClellan     Home School    Lexington
$25   Oliver Zhang          Dunbar        Lexington

Department of Psychology Awards

$50   Eliana Greissworth    Sayre         Lexington
$50   Conor VanMeter        SCAPA Bluegrass Lexington
Department of Chemistry Awards

$100 Ilya Vinogrodov Dunbar Lexington
$50 Oliver Everson St. Leo School Versailles
$25 Rebecca Edwins Bryan Station Middle Lexington
$25 Mallory Engelhard Rosa Parks Elementary Lexington
$25 Amanda Melendez Mary Queen Lexington
$25 Samuel Parkin Glendover Elementary Lexington
$25 Lucy Wan Winburn Middle Lexington
$25 Claire Simon Sayre Lexington

Department of Biology $25 Awards

Ashley Rice Royal Springs Middle Georgetown
Luke Henderson Home School Lexington
Miller Donaldson Trinity Christian Lexington
Weiran Lui Glendover Elementary Lexington
Valerie Sarge Winburn Middle Lexington
Zoe Zamora Home School Lexington
Nathan Irving Clays Mill Elementary Lexington
Oliver Ramsey St. Leo School Versailles
Julianne Graf Winburn Middle Lexington
Olivia Cottrell Winburn Middle Lexington
Alyson Ackerman SCAPA Bluegrass Lexington
Meghana Kudrimoti Winburn Middle Lexington
I-SWEEP Cosmos Foundation Sustainability Awards

Mandy Kaiser Sayre Lexington

Ben Turnbull Sayre Lexington

Logan and Cameron Jackson, Marylynne Anderson-Cooper, Bryan Station Lexington